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 Objective

To utilize my technical skills and provide a professional service to customers by applying and honing
my knowledge and working in a challenging and motivating working environment.

 Education
Srinivas Institute Of Technology Valachil, Mangalore.
2020
B.E in Computer Science and Engineering . 
7.01(CGPA)

Ambika PU College, Puttur.
2016
PUC 
84.5%

Kumaraswamy English Medium High School, Subrahmanya.
2014
SSLC 
91.52%

 Technical Skills
Database:Mysql.

Web designing: HTML, CSS.

Development methodology: Oops concepts.

Language: C, C++, JAVA, Python.

 Personal Skills

Leadership

Self motivated

Willingness to learn



 Projects
Computer Shop Managment

Platform:MySQL Database And Ubuntu. 
A project that handles basic functionalities of implementing all the activities that takes place in the
computer shop.This include user and admin where they buy the product by the computer shop.

Role : Designer, Developer and Tester.

Rain Water Harvesting
Platform:  Ubuntu Operating System And OpenGL Library.
A project that focuses on the implementation of how actually rain water harvesting takes place.They
make useful structure for managing the rain water in useful way by having roof and then flow to sump
thus make use of wasting water 
Role : Designer, Developer and Tester.

Jewellery Shop Managment
Platform : Frontend HTML, CSS, Bootstrap and Backend MySQL, PHP. 
A project that focuses on the implementation of how the online shopping of the jewellery takes place
where this project include login, admin, home page, cart option, sum of item and place order.
Role : Designer, Developer and Tester.

 Achievements & Awards
Done part time job as a lecturer in Computer Science in Shree Tutorials And Coaching Classes.

Paper presentation in ISAP-17 on Cryptography in Srinivas Institute Of Technology.

I have represented Sullia Taluk in shuttle badminton and secure first place for six years.

Runner up in Shuttle Badminton Dakshina Kannada in the year 2011-2012.

 Language
English

Kannada

Tulu

 Declaration
I PRUTHVI K here by declare that the above information is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge.


